
   TORRAS Ostand Pro for iPhone 15 Pro Max, black: rotatable kickstand, Drop-
Protection, Camera protect

Brands

TORRAS
Producer no.

X00FX0308

Article no.

TOR1004BK
EAN / GTIN

6938075677091

MRP

29,99 €

- Next-level MagSafe case with 360-degree rotating magnetic stand: an all-in-one case (MagSafe
case + stand case + magnetic phone grip + drop protection)
- 360-degree rotatable stand that offers multiple viewing angles in both portrait and landscape
format
- Super-strong N56 magnet offers support with all iPhone MagSafe accessories
- Best drop protection: with certified military-grade standard drop-test
- Among the bestsellers in Germany (possibly No. 1) - Slim, stylish, secure, stand and protective in
one case

The TORRAS Ostand Pro UPRO is the next-level MagSafe case with 360-degree rotating
magnetic kickstand: all in one case (MagSafe case + stand case + magnetic phone grip + drop
protection). The Ostand Pro sets the standard by integrating magnet and kickstand functionality
into a 360-degree rotating magnetic ring holder, without adding bulk. With 7 utility patents, this
groundbreaking design allows you to use your iPhone like never before.

360-Degree Rotating Ring and Flexible Invisible Kickstand: The world's first iPhone 15 / Pro / Plus
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   TORRAS Ostand Pro for iPhone 15 Pro Max, black: rotatable kickstand, Drop-
Protection, Camera protect

/ Pro Max case with a 360-degree rotating stand that offers multiple viewing angles in both portrait
and landscape mode. With over 10,000 open/close tests, the ring provides stable support for
movies, phone calls and more. It also serves as a secure ring holder for better grip and easier
selfies, providing a helpful hands-free experience.

5x Stronger Patented Magnet: Crafted with N56 super strong magnets, the UPRO ensures a
secure mounting experience. The strong force provides compatibility with all MagSafe accessories
such as battery packs, wireless chargers, car mounts, etc.

Ultimate Drop-Protection Protection: Ostand Pro has been tested and met MIL-Grade 810h
standards. The test lab certificate is available. The case features a 4-layer cushioning structure
with a TPU bumper, exclusive 3rd Gen X-SHOCK technology in the corners and 360-degree all-
around shock-absorbing airbags. And the 1.5mm thick screen edges and 2.5mm thick camera
edges protect the camera and display from daily wear and scratches.

Slim, Stylish and Secure: The built-in kickstand design provides a slim profile. The matte finish not
only gives the iPhone 15 a sleek and stylish look, but also ensures easy cleaning without the
stickiness that is common with clear or leather cases. Personalize your case with 3 different
interchangeable button colors.

All buttons and access ports remain unobstructed and usable.
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